ALL TERRAIN
HIGH PERFORMANCE STACKERS
McCloskey has taken the next big step in its industry
leading designs by adding the groundbreaking
new All-Terrain Stackers to its line-up.
Blending
the benefits of onsite track mobility with the high
productivity of a radial conveyor, the All-Terrain
Stackers allow the conveyor to switch from track
mode to radial in seconds.
Designed for use in any terrain, the stackers, ranging
from 60’ to 150’, are easily moved site to site without
the need to remove the wheels for transport. Builtin levelling indicators allow operators to position
the stacker regardless of the ground evenness, with
independent hydraulic jack legs to stabilize once in
place.
The McCloskey design allows for the wheels to be
folded for transport, delivering true portability for
operators moving from site to site.

FAST TRACK SWITCHING

Hydraulic raise/lower arm allows
switch from track to radial mode in
seconds

ON THE LEVEL
Level gauge allows operation
on uneven ground

GREATER STABILITY
Patented counterweight design delivers
enhanced stability and safety in operation

MORE TRACTION

Tires have aggressive-tread
patterns for better traction in
rough terrain

HEAVY DUTY BELT
Conveyor built with Heavy Duty 36”
- 3 ply- belt. Stacker design delivers
higher stockpile capacity, with radial
wheels set well back.

READY TO ROLL

Engine

Diesel or Electric

Belt Length

80’ (24.38m)

Belt Width

36” (900mm) - 3 ply

Stockpile Height

31’ 1” (9.47m)

Stockpile Capacity

2035 yds³ (1556 m³)

Production

500 - 800 US TPH

ALL-TERRAIN

ST80T

Unique design allows for the wheels to
be folded for transport, delivering true
portability for operators moving from site
to site.

ST80TR All-Terrain
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